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In HILLARY (AND BILL): THE SEX VOLUME - part one of the Clinton Trilogy - Bill and Hillary's
meteoric rise to success is chronicled. It's a carefully plotted path that eventually led them to the
White House. But along the way, a series of compromises had to be made, including a prearranged
marriage, clandestine assignments for the CIA, and Hillary's ultimate role as a "fixer" for her
husband's many dalliances. Pulling no punches, investigative journalist Victor Thorn paints a
compelling portrait of secrecy, deceit, violence, and betrayal that shatters the myth Mrs. Clinton has
spent so many years trying to create. This three-book series is the most comprehensive
examination of the Clinton marriage ever compiled, with HILLARY (AND BILL): THE SEX VOLUME
laying a riveting foundation for the next two books which follow: part two - HILLARY (AND BILL):
THE DRUGS VOLUME, and then part three - HILLARY (AND BILL): THE MURDER VOLUME. Get
all the lurid details of how Hillary Clinton harassed and intimidated Juanita Broaddrick after her
husband violently raped her, as well as the lengths to which she went to terrorize other women who
were victimized by Bill Clinton. - Extensive quotes from a plethora of public figures chronicling the
Clinton Lie Machine. - Who was Bill Clinton's real father? Discover the startling facts concerning the
death of William Blythe and why an overwhelming amount of evidence indicates that he could not
have been the President s biological father. - Learn about Hillary's collegiate career and how it
shaped her later views on feminism, globalism, and how to infiltrate the System from within. - What
one culminating event not only brought Hillary Rodham to the attention of Washington, DC s
power-brokers, but also made her a darling of the mainstream media. - Touching upon the work of
Michael Collins Piper and other investigators, find out how during their academic careers Bill and
Hillary were recruited into the CIA under Operation CHAOS to subvert the anti-war movement. Although largely ignored by the corporate press, read how Hillary's family was associated with
organized crime figures in the Chicago area, while Bill Clinton's relatives were integral members of
the notorious Dixie Mafia. - For the first time anywhere: was Bill and Hillary's much ballyhooed first
meeting at Yale actually part of a much larger prearranged marriage engineered by shadowy New
World Order figures whose ultimate plans led them to the White House? - Despite being labeled
radicals, volume one of this trilogy documents how Bill and Hillary were trained at three of the most
prestigious globalist universities in the world: Georgetown, Oxford, and Yale; while simultaneously
being groomed by such figures as Professor Carroll Quigley. - Did Hillary Rodham further her
intelligence career by infiltrating underground groups such as the Black Panthers, and was she also
used in this same context to leak highly sensitive information during Richard Nixon's infamous
Watergate hearings? - Why did Bill Clinton travel to Russia and across Europe during the early

1970s (at the height of the Cold War), and what powerful forces from Arkansas and Washington, DC
used their leverage to keep him from being drafted into the Vietnam War? - How has Hillary's
marriage-made-in-hell become akin to a prison sentence one from which she has no escape due to
the severe consequences she would face in doing so? - Also, Bill and Hillary's sordid sex lives,
including: - Rape - Gennifer Flowers darkest secrets - A black love child - The real reason why Bill
Clinton lost his case to Paula Jones - Monica Lewinsky's possible role as a dual agent for a foreign
intelligence service - Hillary's other side and her affair with a famous public official - Fully referenced
with nearly 1,400 footnotes.**
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Easy read. Would be funny if it wasn't true, I don't know how they have kept so much of their illegal
and immoral acts under the radar. It is frightening to think Hillary will run for president. I wish more
people were aware of all the lies they tell and all the cover ups they have done. They are both an
embarrassment to the United States and the office of the President. Mr. Thorn backs up all his info, I
liked that a lot.

After reading the book, I just can't believe how the American people could have been so blind to all
the corruption and lies of this couple. I would like for everyone to read it before the next election. I
am just horrified after reading it.

I am not noted for being quiet about such horrendous deeds. Brought about by a couple sick
individuals. God, help us all for the rest of our lives if this horrible person gets to the White House.
Anarchy will be upon us. I will vote against her under any and all circumstances.

TOO BAD EVERY VOTER DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THIS PART (1) of (3) IN THE CLINTON
TRILOGY. SEX, DRUGS, MURDER. Thank you for making Part (1) available thru Kindle. Hope you
will soon offer the other two. God help us if these two claw their way back into the WH!

It's been a long time since I last read anything about the Clintons. I just assumed they were up to no
good as usual. This book uses a pretty much chronological order for covering Bill and Hillary's
infidelities and his serious sexual disorder. I was particularly interested in the author's comments
about their organized crime tactics. Had heard about this in 1985 during a visit to Arkansas and
thought what was said was an exaggeration. Nope. I do recall being warned about their intentions
towards the Presidency.For people too young to know much about the Clintons get busy reading.
And then get scared. For those of us who were adults when the Clintons were in the White House
it's good to have light shined on dark corners and in secret compartments and rooms that were only
hinted at through their scandal ridden years. So much has been written about them and yet it only
scratches the surface. This book and it's second and third volumes will likely put the Clintons under
a microscope and make millions of people who voted for them look like the absurdly ignorant fools
that they were and could well be againNow matter how much of a punishment exercise it seems it is
to read this book I couldn't put it down.

What a superb read. I think if this woman gets into power it would be a miscarriage of justice. What
a pair of absolutely disgusting people they are. All credit to the author for his candid and extremely
well backed up researchMargaret Lancaster

I gave it a 4 star because I can't say I loved it. I hated it, actually, because I can't stand the Clinton
CRIME couple on any level, in any way shape or form. They are the monsters that turned our Nation

into a hell-hole both politically and morally. They need to be credited with the terrible way the nation
has gone to hell. This author captures them perfectly but I just couldn't finish the book. It made me
SO mad and furious that they could have been elected even once let alone twice and that they
might be elected again, GOD forbid! Hell-ary is a total piece of rottenness and a morally bankrupt
woman if you can even call her that. Mr. Thorn must have had to use a lot of soap on his hands
while writing his book(s). I will be interested in the "murder volume" as I know there is a body count
in the dozens. In 1992, I never thought in my wildest dreams that the next eight years were going to
be the end of our country as we knew it but the worst happened and is still happening. Her policies
are nothing more than four more years of the same old leftist, freedom grabbing junk. There are NO
words for these two. I have read about Ahab and Jezebel in the Bible and these two are so much
like them that it is uncanny.The list of crimes, of rapes and scandals that they had been involved in
is so very long that it defies the imagination. Now they are so very old, used up and ready for a rest
home and what do you think they are doing? Running again! Again! I just can't stand it. I would just
like to wake up and find this is all a horrible bad dream. I should give Thorn five-stars for the
research that went into this but I just can't use the word "love" so he will have to be satisfied with a
four. God help America if those evil people get into the WH again! God help us all!

Very explicit! But I always like to read about presidency after they leave office. This is a two-fer,
because you will learn a lot about Hillary's actions during this time, clearly demonstrating her actions
and decision process. Lies and cover ups!
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